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I CAN HEAR MUSIC
1969–1970
“Aquarius,”“Let the Sunshine In” » The 5th Dimension
“Crimson and Clover” » Tommy James and the Shondells
“Get Back,”“Come Together” » The Beatles
“Honky Tonk Women” » Rolling Stones
“Everyday People” » Sly and the Family Stone
“Proud Mary,”“Born on the Bayou,”“Bad Moon Rising,”“Green River,”“Traveling Band”
» Creedence Clearwater Revival
“In-a-Gadda-Da-Vida” » Iron Butterfly
“Mama Told Me Not to Come” » Three Dog Night
“All Right Now” » Free
“Evil Ways” » Santana
“Ride Captain Ride” » Blues Image
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Songs! The entire Gainesville music scene was built around songs: Top
Forty songs on the radio, songs on albums, original songs performed
on stage by bands and other musical ensembles. The late sixties was
a golden age of rock and pop music and the rise of the rock band as a
musical entity.
As the counterculture marched for equal rights and against the war
in Vietnam, a sonic revolution was occurring in the recording studio
and on the concert stage. New sounds were being created through
multitrack recording techniques, and record producers such as Phil
Spector and George Martin became integral parts of the creative

process. Musicians expanded their sonic palette by experimenting
with the sounds of sitar, and through sound-modifying electronic effects such as the wah-wah pedal, fuzz tone, and the Echoplex tape-delay unit, as well as a variety of new electronic keyboard instruments
and synthesizers.
The sound of every musical instrument contributed toward the
overall sound of a performance or recording, and bands were beginning to expand beyond the core of drums, bass, and a couple guitars.
Keyboards were a common addition to this core instrumental lineup,
but it wasn’t just “organ” on a specific song; it was a Vox Continental
on the Doors’ “Light My Fire” and Sir Douglas Quintet’s “She’s about
a Mover”; it was a Hammond B3 on “Green Onions” by Booker T. and
the M.G.’s, and a Farfisa organ on Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs’
“Wooly Bully” and the Swingin’ Medallions’ “Double Shot (Of My Baby’s Love).” Keyboard manufacturers recognized the new market for
instruments beyond the traditional large home consoles and began
offering portable organs specifically designed for easy transportation and live stage use. There were new sounds emanating from the
electronic sound labs at universities, involving combinations of tone
oscillators and filters and envelope generators: synthetic music made
purely through electronic means.
A pioneer in this new field of electronic sound synthesis was Robert Moog, inventor of the first widely used music synthesizers. By
1970 Moog had designed and manufactured the Minimoog, an affordable and portable monophonic synthesizer model suitable for
onstage use that was such a new concept in both design and sound
that the company was having trouble convincing music dealers it was
a musical instrument. A Moog sales representative named David Van
Koevering said he’d try, and his first stop was Gainesville, Florida, and
Lipham Music. “I go to Buster Lipham,” Van Koevering recalled, “and
he laughs at me. He says, ‘You want me to sell that thing? Show me
how to do a violin, show me how to do a flute.’ And he said, ‘If you can
prove to me that musicians will do this, you come back . . . and I’ll sell
them.’” Bob Turner, a musician who worked at the store, saw the potential and encouraged Buster to stock the instrument. He eventually
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Buster Lipham and Robert Moog, circa 1970. Permission of Buster Lipham.
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did, and the synthesizer became an immense success. Lipham Music
was the first retail outlet in the United States to sell the Minimoog.
Musicians and producers alike experimented with new instruments such as the synthesizer and also through creative approaches
in the recording process. “Crimson and Clover” by Tommy James and
the Shondells is one such example, a song that reached number one
in the United States and six other countries. The instrumental track
includes a guitar played through an amplifier with a tremolo circuit,
an effect that can be described as turning the volume up and down
very quickly, in this case in time with the song’s tempo. In the studio,
someone got the idea of plugging a microphone into a guitar amp as
James sang, “Crimson and clover, over and over” over and over. Anyone who had heard this song in late 1968 can recall the singular sound
of that vocal: [pronounce this exactly as written for maximum effect] “Crim-m-m-m-son-n-n and clo-o-o-o-ver-er-er-er, oh-oh-oh-ohver-er-er and oh-oh-ver-er-er-er-er-er.” Singers in cover bands would
duplicate this effect using just their voice when performing the song
onstage. It was hilarious.
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S OUN D S UN L I MITED
Although we now take for granted the basic lineup of a rock band, in
the late sixties the band as a distinct musical entity was new, compared to the traditional pop recording session consisting of a vocalist backed by hired session musicians playing an arranger’s music
charts. The goal of a rock band was to produce a singular musical
expression comprised of the collective musical talents and personalities of each band member. In the late sixties bands were becoming
a rising presence on the record charts, and the successful ones had
a distinctive sound they retained from record to record. The Byrds’
vocal harmonies along with the electric twelve-string guitar style of
Roger McGuinn were integral to the Byrds’ musical identity; records
by the Kinks were identifiable through Ray Davies’s vocal sound and
brother Dave’s massive “power chord” guitar riffs; the overall sound
of Creedence Clearwater Revival’s music arrangements and John Fogerty’s vocals were unique to the band. Bands were artistic entities
bigger than the sum of their parts. The good bands sounded like no
other.
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S OUT H E A S T P OP MU SIC CO N TEST

Having already presented live music in the parking lot of Lipham Music just for the fun of it on occasion, in the summer of 1969 Buster
Lipham concocted an event that was either a showcase of regional
musical talent or simply brilliant self-promotion. It was probably
both and led to a memorable musical performance by a newly formed
band out of Macon, Georgia. “We’d been having bands playing out in
the Lipham’s parking lot,” Buster recalled, describing the occasional
weekend events that promoted both band and store simultaneously,
“so we came up with the idea of why not just have a contest. We called
it the Southeast Pop Music Contest.
“We had three divisions—B, A, and AA: an entry level, just kids
getting started; and then we had the guys who were playing, but
hadn’t made any kind of a circuit; and then we had the guys who
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Check payable to Lipham Music signed by Duane Allman. Various band members signed these
weekly checks. Permission of Jack Weston.

were playing around pretty well. And we had a six weeks’ elimination
series of shows.”
The winners got more than a trophy. “Gibson gave a Les Paul and a
bass away; Fender gave amplifiers and a Stratocaster away; Sunn gave
amplifiers away; Strobodelic gave strobe lights away; and remember,
this was in 1969; I was given thirty-five thousand dollars’ wholesale
worth of merchandise to give away. All the vendors were very supportive of the event and the concept. Things were really rolling back
then.”
The final round of performances took place in the Gainesville High
School auditorium, 1900 NW 13th Street, during the last few days of
August 1969, over Labor Day weekend. Nestled among the finalists
such as Noah’s Ark and Frosted Glass was a group from Macon that
had been playing together since early May: the Allman Brothers Band.
Brothers Duane and Gregg Allman were born in Nashville but had
grown up in Daytona Beach. As members of the Allman Joys in the
mid-sixties, they played Gainesville fraternities and the American Legion Hall. The Allman Brothers Band was now signed to Phil Walden’s
Capricorn Records, had just recorded their debut album, and was on a
short tour in support of its upcoming release. When the band agreed
to compete in the contest, they had still been an unsigned act and
were now disqualified because of their record contract. They played
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the contest most likely as a favor to Buster, with whom the band had
developed both a business and a personal relationship. Most of the
band’s stage gear and guitars had recently been stolen, and Buster
Lipham had advanced the band thirteen thousand dollars’ worth of
instruments, guitar amplifiers, and accessories. Secured by nothing
more than a handshake, the loan was repaid through weekly checks
written to Lipham Music by various band members a couple hundred
dollars at a time. Thus began a long-term friendship between the Allman Brothers Band and Buster Lipham.

L I VE AT T H E . . . GH S GY M
When the Allman Brothers Band hit the stage as the last act to perform, it was immediately apparent this was not just another rock
band. (I was present and will attest that the performance embodied
a level of musicianship far above that of any other group.) The overall effect of the six-member band was that of a single musical entity
performing songs that combined dual-guitar interplay with passages
of free-flowing jazz-like improvisation over a rhythm section of organ, two drummers, and a bassist. Their first song, “Mountain Jam,”
was an instrumental based on Donovan’s “There Is a Mountain,” and
when Duane Allman stood at the front of the stage for his slide guitar
solo on the song, we could see Allman playing well beyond the highest
fret of the guitar neck with perfect intonation; how did he do that?
The band then played the first two songs from their upcoming debut
album, the instrumental “Don’t Want You No More” segueing into
“It’s Not My Cross to Bear,” a slow blues vocal. The audience, having just heard two instrumentals, quickly scanned the stage for the
source of this singing on the third song, wondering if a vocalist was
singing backstage, because the voice was obviously that of an AfricanAmerican; but no, it was Gregg Allman at far stage right, half-hidden
behind his long blond hair and the console of a Hammond B3 organ.
Recalling this performance forty years later hasn’t changed the
opinion of those present regarding the chemistry, interplay, and
unity of this group, who had been together less than six months.
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Allman Brothers Band playing the Southeast Pop Contest, Gainesville High School auditorium, Labor
Day weekend, 1969: (left to right) Jai Johany Johanson, Berry Oakley, Butch Trucks, Dickie Betts,
Duane Allman. Not pictured: Gregg Allman. Photo by Joel Berger, courtesy of the Allman Brothers
Band Museum at the Big House.

In addition, drummer Jai Johany Johanson was African-American,
making the Allman Brothers Band a multiracial band as was Booker
T. and the M.G.’s and Sly and the Family Stone, a rarity in any part of
the country and virtually unheard of in the Deep South. Everything
about the band was different. The Allman Brothers Band performance
that day set a local standard for musical excellence.
The band was to record only three complete albums with the original members: their eponymous debut release, Idlewild South, and
their masterpiece, Live at the Fillmore.
What the Allman Brothers Band brought to the ears of Gainesville
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musicians was not necessarily their specific approach to playing,
which was a jazz-like style of rock and blues guitar improvisation at
virtuoso level; it was more about the power, precision, and unity of
their overall sound. This was a band in the best sense of the word,
working together to create their own sonic universe. This was the ultimate goal of every band. The Allman Brothers Band showed us that
the elusive “next level” so often referred to was there for the taking.
They raised the bar for every musician and every band in Gainesville,
and those of us lucky enough to have heard the original band in high
gear knew what all the fuss was about.

RE A L LY G OOD F R IEN D S
In 1969 a new Gainesville band called RGF began playing around
town. Neither a typical cover band nor one with a particularly southern identity, RGF included two Miami transplants, Doug D’Amico
and Thomas Patti, Gainesville guitarist Jeff Jourard, drummer Mike
Hitchcock from Starke, and bassist Ron Blair, a “navy brat” whose
family was based at various times in Jacksonville, Hong Kong, and
most recently Japan, where Blair had lived just prior to his arrival in
Gainesville.
RGF were what was known as a Cock Rock band, with an image
and musical style that celebrated sexual aggressiveness and carnal
pleasure, but in the case of this band accompanied by a sort of playful wink. Musically the group was deadly serious, but with original
songs such as “Orgasm,” “Cock,” and the randomly named “Narcotic
Puppy Fuck #2,” it was a band with a sense of humor. Drawing from
a wide variety of American musical genres, RGF played heavily rearranged rock versions of folk and blues tunes such as “John Henry”
and Howlin’ Wolf’s “Wang Dang Doodle,” and hard-driving covers of
“Dancin’ in the Streets” and “Jailhouse Rock.” If the term Americana
had been coined at the start of the seventies, RGF would have been
in a subgenre called Americana Cock Rock. With two singers, two lead
guitar players, a drummer playing a massive drum kit that included
two bass drums connected in-line, and a bassist who played a Dan
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RGF at the University of Florida Arts Building courtyard, summer 1971: (left to right) Ron Blair,
Michael Hitchcock, Jeff Jourard, Randy Kidd, Doug D’Amico, Thomas Patti. Photo by Kathleen Grey.

Armstrong Plexi bass guitar through four Acoustic 360 bass cabinets,
RGF were easily the loudest band in Gainesville and modeled themselves around hard rock groups such as the Who, Led Zeppelin, MC5,
and the Stooges, bringing to the stage an eclectic mix of material with
the underlying theme being Big.
The origin of the group’s name reveals much about the camaraderie amongst fellow musicians and band members and provides an
example of how the music scene was inclusive within its members
but treated outsiders with irreverence. As RGF guitarist Jeff Jourard
recalled, “We didn’t really have a band name; Love Cannon was one
candidate, but we got a gig playing with Celebration, so our no-name
band agreed to play for free in the Plaza of the Americas, on a weekend non-school day. The band showed up at noon, and there was no
stage, no electricity, and someone noticed an outlet on a light pole,
so we pulled up the band van, and someone was standing on it, trying to get an extension cord plugged in. Celebration band members
Alberto de Almar and Gerry Greenhouse were hanging around watching. Then this blond-haired kid in a plaid short-sleeve shirt and an
ROTC haircut drove up on the grass in a sports car, with two giggly
sorority girls, a Big Man on Campus sort of guy, and he was being cool
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and asked Alberto, ‘Hey, is this a band? What’s the band’s name?’ ‘The
Fuck,’ says Alberto. Doug said ‘No, it’s the Good Fuck.’ Now, fuck was
a really aggressive word at the time. Hitchcock says ‘No, we’re the Really Really Good Fuck . . . no, the Really Really Good Fuckin’ Fuckers,’
and the guy gets mad and says, ‘You guys are crazy’ and finally leaves.
So we called the band Real Good Fuck but shortened it to RGF so we
could get gigs.”
Reactions to the name varied from amusement to moral outrage
to bemusement, as drummer Mike Hitchcock recalled: “One day the
Allman Brothers were in town playing, and I was in Lipham’s talking
to Berry Oakley. We were just talking music, and he said, ‘Oh, you’re
a drummer. Well what’s the name of the band?’ and I said, ‘Real Good
Fuck,’ and he said, ‘I wish you all the luck in the world with the name
of a band like that.’”
When the group drove up to Boston to play some shows, they
caught the attention of another rock band just starting out—Aerosmith, whose bassist, Tom Hamilton, recalls a show at Boston University that the two bands played: “Another band we liked was RGF
[Real Good Fuck] who wore cool clothes and were very professional
and great-looking.”
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T H E R AT
In 1969 the first University of Florida on-campus beer hall opened,
offering food, beer, and live music in what was Johnson Hall. The
Rathskeller, known as the Rat, opened up with waitresses dressed as
German fraüleins serving beer while a ragtime music group named
My Father’s Moustache entertained with banjo strumming and corny
turn-of-the-century songs. The German beer hall theme and ragtime
band were eventually dropped and replaced by a steady booking of
local, regional, and national acts. In 1971, still struggling with how to
spell their name, Jacksonville band Lynard Skynard played the Rat
for fifty cents admission; in 1972 they returned as Lynyrd Skynyrd
and admission was a dollar—twice as much as the year before. Things
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were looking up for the band, eventually inducted into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame in 2006.
Local groups such as Mudcrutch, Road Turkey, RGF, Celebration,
Riff, and others were often paired with the headlining acts, who over
the years included Dion, Pacific Gas and Electric, Rotary Connection
(with singer Minnie Riperton), Doug Clark and the Hot Nuts, Blues
Image, the Swingin’ Medallions, Jerry Jeff Walker, Alex Taylor, Cowboy, and Archie Bell and the Drells. In 1972 and on the cusp of her
career, Bette Midler played the Rat for three nights; admission was
one dollar and fifty cents. The Allman Brothers Band played three
shows at the Rat in May of 1970 for one thousand dollars per night,
then returned in August for a show without Duane, who was in Miami recording the Layla album with Eric Clapton. The Rat continued
to book bands, including U2, who played there in 1981 in support of
their first album—admission was four dollars. By the time the venue
was destroyed by a fire in 1987, it had been the scene of thousands of
live musical performances through the years.
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There was plenty of room for music in Gainesville—literally. Outdoor
concerts were common for several reasons; the mild weather made it
a natural setting, and the two-thousand-acre college campus was a
vast and sprawling affair, with multiple locations that routinely presented live music.
The J. Wayne Reitz Union was undoubtedly the mother ship of the
university’s entertainment offerings, a large student multiuse facility
that presented music indoors and out. With a student population of
twenty thousand in 1970, there was a large captive audience eager to
enjoy live music as a break from pesky classes and exams, with events
free to the public. If you were there on a particular Sunday in February 1970, you could hear RGF play loud hard rock on the Union Terrace, choose the softer rock sounds of Frosted Glass in the Cafeteria,
enjoy the acoustic guitar and poetry reading of John (you know—of
John and Ed, who recently opened for Biff Rose at the Rat), or sit in
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the Browsing Library and listen as Doran Oster sang and played folk
music on the dulcimer and banjo. According to Union officials, the
entertainment was an experiment at offering many styles of music at
the same time. The university understood the importance of music as
a part of student culture, and this event was yet another example of
Gainesville’s supportive musical infrastructure.
Another popular meeting place for students and city youth was the
Plaza of the Americas, a large grassy area in front of the UF Library
and the site of many, many concerts, political rallies, and other gatherings over the years. As reported by the Florida Alligator on February 16, 1970, “One thousand UF students celebrated St. Valentine’s
Day by participating in a love-in, rock festival held in the Plaza of
the Americas Saturday. The activity, which ran from noon until 8
p.m., featured the sounds of ‘The Two Shades of Soul,’ ‘Dead or Alive,’
‘Emergency Exit’ and ‘Celebration.’ Forty-five participants remained
to sleep overnight in the Plaza on blankets and sleeping bags. Andy
Kramer, an organizer of the love-in, said, ‘We came together for
peace within ourselves and to make the world better for everybody.’
Another coming together is tentatively planned for Saturday, in the
Plaza. All participants are asked to bring old clothing and food which
will be donated to Neighborhood Houses, Inc., a non-profit organization that works in ghetto areas.”
Kramer was a UF student who emceed many such events and was
connected to the hippie community. Forty-five people sleeping overnight at the Plaza drew no attention from police or campus authorities. Dogs and frisbees, body-painting, dancing, sleeping outdoors—
the love-in rock festival was just one of many similar events held at
the Plaza.
Two of the love-in bands are of particular interest to the Gainesville story. Celebration was a popular local group fronted by vocalist
Deborah Shane, one of the few female performers on the rock music scene around town, whose performance of Laura Nyro’s “Poverty
Train” was a highlight of their concerts, as was the playing of guitarist
Alberto de Almar, whose technical prowess was held in high regard by
the audience and fellow musicians; he later studied flamenco guitar in
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